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common in the class. One warning he must take to
heart, and that is that on ?w account must pupils be allowed
to accept serious inaccuracies as accuracies^ and so to adopt
them in good faith as speech habits of their own. This
is simply putting back the hands of the clock. And it is
to avoid this that contijiuous oral speech should always be
based on -what is already familiar or has just been carefully
taught, and free speech (that is speech independent of
prepared matter) should be regarded as the goal to be
reached in the high stage, and not as a means of
reaching it.
Place of Written Exercise
The third of the three main steps in the teaching
process with the reader as centre, is practice in written
exercises. Here the teacher has an outward and visible
test of the success of his teaching—the written exercise
answers for him the question how far the new language
acquirements have been driven home. For this purpose
the written follow and are based o?i the oral and the reading
exercises. This plan too saves the pupil from the labour
of evoking fresh matter : he can concentrate on
language. On the same principles that govern the
choice of oral exercises, the exercises chosen for writing
English must be carefully graduated. The pupil in
acquiring English in the high school has to pass
gradually from a stage in which his writing exercise is
entirely ' chained' (a term coined by a well-known
teacher of modern languages)1 to a stage when he can
write English freely for the ordinary purposes of
communication.
Types of Written Exercise
(a) The extreme of ' chained' exercise is simple
transcription, an exercise useful not only for practice in
handwriting, but for familiarizing beginners (and older
pupils) with serviceable English usages. For this
purpose it is better confined to single sentences and
quite short passages, the selection being made on the
1 Mr. H. M. O'Grady in his Teaching of Modern foreign
Languages. (Constable.)

